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Version 0.1, May 28, 2008 
Note: this is a work in progress. Hopefully, it has some value, even in its current form. 
 
Caveat: this list is not meant to be encyclopedic, or the comments all-explaining.  

I apologize in advance to everyone who has gotten left out. However, I think the list is more valuable if it 
isn’t too overly long. I would like to say that these are the “most important” references, but really they 
are the ones that I had time to put in (biased towards things I am familiar with). If you want to find every 
last reference, look at the most recent papers and their references. Or use a good search tool and chase 
forward from the core references. 

The intent is that this document is part of a longer tutorial/review/survey that tries to explain the 
methods listed here, and does some comparison between the approaches. But for now, I’m starting with 
this.  

Citations are of the form [X.NNYY] where X is the section that the citation appears in. 

The way I’ve divided this (the section headings) is: 

A. The “Original” Motion Graph Papers (the trio from 2002) 
B. Precursors to Motion Graphs (things that were Motion-Graph –like pre-2002) 
C. Motion Editing Foundations (things that go into Motion Graphs) 
D. Motion Blending (a foundation for Parametric Graphs) 
E. Graphs for Interactive Control 
F. Continuous (rather than discrete) control in graphs 
G.  
H. Everything Else (a grab bag of other motion graph papers that I think are important) 

A notable survey was put together by David Forsyth and some others: 

[0.F++05] Forsyth, D. A.; Arikan, O.; Ikemoto, L.; O'Brien, J. & Ramanan, D. Computational studies of 
human motion: part 1, tracking and motion synthesis Found. Trends. Comput. Graph. Vis., 
2005, 1, 77-254.  

mailto:gleicher@cs.wisc.edu
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This reference is particularly good at discussion some of the motion graph-like things done 
in the vision community. It has a very extensive (400+ reference) bibliography. 

Annotated Bibliography 
I have organized this list thematically. Sometimes, a paper might fall into more than one category, so I 
will need to use a cross-reference (I’ll put papers where I think they fit best). 

A. The “Original” Motion Graph Papers 
At SIGGRAPH 2002, three papers came together that (arguably) marked the first real “motion graph” 
techniques in academia. While the core ideas had been kicking around (see Sections B and C), the idea 
of automatically assembling a graph and using this graph to synthesize motions that meet specific goals 
came together at this time. It is interesting that 3 groups came up with a very similar core idea at the 
same time independently. Some of this was that the area was ripe (with the fresh availability of data, 
etc.).  

While these three papers all had the same core ideas (opportunistically build a graph from a collection 
of motion data, search the graph to construct motions that meet goals), the details were very different. 
And the notations used in each were quite different. A comparison of these approaches will be given in 
the Tutorial (when that gets written). 

 [A.KGP02] Kovar, L.; Gleicher, M. & Pighin, F. Motion Graphs. ACM Transactions on Graphics, 2002, 21, 
473-482. (Proceedings SIGGRAPH 2002).  

Lucas Kovar’s thesis (and later papers) provide more details on some aspects of this work. 

 [A.AF02] Arikan, O. & Forsyth, D. A. Synthesizing Constrained Motions from Examples. ACM 
Transactions on Graphics, 2002, 21, 483-490.  (Proceedings SIGGRAPH 2002) 

See also [H.AFO03] which extends this work.  

[A.L+02] Lee, J.; Chai, J.; Reitsma, P.; Hodgins, J. & Pollard, N. Interactive control of avatars animated 
with human motion data. ACM Transactions on Graphics, 2002, 21, 491-500. (Proceedings 
SIGGRAPH 2002) 

This paper had the most diverse set of example applications. The graph was “diven” by 
search (to follow a path, like in [A.KGP02]), user interaction, and computer vision. 

Some places where the projects differed: 

• Transition scheme: [KGP02] used blending, [AF02] used cuts and filtered the discontinuities, and 
[L+02] used cuts and displaced the endpoints to get continuity. 

• Method for getting sparsity in the graph: [KGP02] found local minima of the cost function, 
[L+02] clustered poses and applied heuristics, and [AF02] clustered edges. 
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• Search scheme: [KGP02] used branch and bound, [AF02] used a probabalitic search of 
hierarchicy of simplified graphs, and [L+02] used greedy selection. 

There were other papers at SIGGRAPH ’02 that assembled motions to make new motions (and at least 
[B.LWS02] had a graph involved), but did not share the core ideas.  

B. Precursors to Motion Graphs 
Before us academics “invented” motion graphs, they were actually used in practice, particularly in the 
gaming industry. At the most basic level, computer games have almost always strung short movements 
together to make the continuously controllable characters that games need. The idea of encoding which 
movements could connect to which other movements (a motion graph) was in common practice – 
although the more common term was Move Tree (even though the graph usually was not a tree). What 
the 2002 (and later) academic motion graphs added was the idea of automatically (and 
opportunistically) building these graphs and using search methods to use them. 

Unfortunately, there is little literature on what people were doing to create Move Trees from motion 
capture data in practice pre-2002. Generally, it involved careful planning to create motions that fit 
together, and a lot of manual effort to build the graphs themselves. There were several Game Developer 
Magazine articles about planning, but in general, there is little to document what is going on. A lot of the 
work was done by motion capture studios using proprietary tools. Some references that I am aware of: 

[B.Men99] Menache, A. Understanding Motion Capture for Computer Animation and Video Games. 
Morgan Kaufmann, 1999.  

While some of this book is quite dated (referring to archaic hardware and considerations 
from old motion capture systems), its discussion of the planning process, and what really 
matters in motion capture data is still valuable.  

[B.Kines98] Kines, M. Planning and Directing Motion Capture for Games. Game Developer Magazine, 
1998. Also in GDC ’98 proceedings, and in Gamasutra (online) at 
http://www.gamasutra.com/features/20000119/kines_01.htm.  

[B.MBC01] Mizuguchi, M.; Buchanan, J. & Calvert, T. Data driven motion transitions for interactive 
games Eurographics 2001 Short Presentations, 2001. 

This is the commonly cited academic reference for the game industry practice. 

Before “The Motion Graph Papers,” several researchers had explored methods that assembled long 
motions from shorter segments, usually trying to create statistical models of possible motions.  

[B.MTH00] Molina Tanco, L. & Hilton, A. Realistic synthesis of novel human movements from a database 
of motion capture examples. In Proc. IEEE Workshop on Human Motion, 2000. 

http://www.gamasutra.com/features/20000119/kines_01.htm
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An early motion graph variant. Build an HMM on clusters of motion capture data, but 
retained the connection back to the original motions so that playback preserved the original 
poses.  

 [B.BH00] Brand, M. & Hertzmann, A. Style machines Proceedings of ACM SIGGRAPH 2000, 2000, 183-
192. 

Build a Hidden Markov Model (which is a motion graph) from a collection of motion 
captured data. The density of this paper (it places a lot into the “black box” of the HMM) has 
made it less commonly referred to than subsequent papers, although many ideas seem to 
appear.  

[B.GJH01] Galata, A.; Johnson, N. & Hogg, D. Learning Variable Length Markov Models of Behaviour. 
Computer Vision and Image Understanding: CVIU, 2001, 81, 398-413.  

One of many computer vision papers that build a Hidden Markov Model for human 
movement. This one drew the attention of early motion graph projects, possibly because 
they had 3D mocap data as an example. See [0.F++05] for a more extensive list. 

[B.LWS02] Li, Y.; Wang, T. & Shum, H. Motion texture: a two-level statistical model for character 
motion synthesis ACM Tranactions on Graphics, 2002, 21, 465-472. (Proceedings SIGGRAPH 
2002)  

While this paper appeared in the same session as the ones in Section A, it had a 
considerably different flavor because rather than being a kinematic model (that copied the 
frames), it produced a linear dynamic model  that generated new movements (based on the 
statistics of the database). The switched-linear dynamic system is a kind of motion graph, 
but it doesn’t resemble the other projects as much. 

C. Motion Editing Foundations 
Tools for working with motion capture data are the basis for motion graphs. Like Motion Graphs, the 
basic ideas were in practice before academics discovered them. Supposedly, a lot of the ideas of early 
motion editing research (presented in the mid- to late- 90s and afterwards) were part of the Symbolics 
animation system. Blending, transition creation, and transition graphs were all in place in the Motion 
Capture pipelines used for games by 1996 (definitely at Akklaim – according to Mark Schafer, and 
probably at EA as well). 

While there are quite a few papers on motion editing, I feel these early ones are particularly relevant. 

[C.BW95] Bruderlin, A. & Williams, L. Motion signal processing Proceedings of ACM SIGGRAPH 1995, 
1995, 97-104. 

[C.WP95] Witkin, A. P. & Popović, Z. Motion Warping. Proceedings of SIGGRAPH 95, 1995, 105-108. 
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These papers really introduced (to the research community) the idea of thinking about 
editing motion capture data without having a model of what the various motion signals 
mean. I believe that many of the methods (particularly the blending and displacement or 
warping techniques) were in common practice – they just hadn’t been shown to the 
research community. 

[C.R++96] Rose, C.; Guenter, B.; Bodenheimer, B. & Cohen, M. F. Efficient generation of motion 
transitions using spacetime constraints. Proceedings SIGGRAPH '96, 1996, 147-154. 

This paper was the first (and still one of the only) papers in trying to develop better methods 
for creating transitions. Interestingly, while transitions are an essential piece of any Motion 
Graph method, there has been little research in developing more sophisticated transition 
techniques since this paper. In fact, almost nothing uses techniques as sophisticated as what 
was presented in this paper. [G.Z+05] is one thing that considers transitions more recently. 

[C.RCB98] Rose, C.; Cohen, M. & Bodenheimer, B. Verbs and adverbs: multidimensional motion 
interpolation. IEEE Computer Graphics and Application, 1998, 18, 32-40. 

This is the first academic example of using motion blending to do serious motion synthesis. 
They dealt with a high dimensional space (emotions, speed, …). In a sense, there is even a 
graph (since everything was looped).  All of the connections were built manually (which is 
what will distinguish the later work), but this was a seminal early system. (Although, I think 
similar ideas had been in use in games, albeit with a mathematically simpler formulation). 

[C.Gle98] Gleicher, M. Retargeting Motion to New Characters. Proceedings of ACM SIGGRAPH 98, 
1998, 33-42. 

I think that this paper inspired a lot of people to start thinking about motion capture, since 
its one of the first that really talked about preservation of quality. Maybe I’m biased since I 
wrote it and overstate its importance. On the other hand, the techniques I was trying to use 
didn’t scale, and have been replaced in later work. 

[C.LS99] Lee, J. & Shin, S. Y. A Hierarchical Approach to Interactive Motion Editing for Human-Like 
Figures. Proceedings of ACM SIGGRAPH 99, 1999, 39-48. 

This paper is important because it was the first to show a really practical approach for 
motion editing, which is important since it’s a backbone of motion graphs.  

[C.Gle01] Gleicher, M. Motion Path Editing. Proceedings 2001 ACM Symposium on Interactive 3D 
Graphics, 2001. 

An alternative to motion graphs – edit motions rather than synthesize new ones. This was 
the thing that started our motion graph project, and I still think it’s a valuable addition to 
the techniques – a first attempt to combine them was [F.SKG05]. 
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C.1 Motion Metrics 
A core feature of most of the “automation” (for blending or graph construction) is some metric to 
decide if motions are similar enough to transisiton or blend. All of the original motion graph papers 
(section A) provide methods for doing this, as do the automatic blending papers ([D.KG03][D.KG04]). 
Some papers deal with these metrics explicitly. 

See also [H.IAF07] which has interesting thoughts on transition metrics.  

Add Zordan’s work on physically-inspired metrics. 

[C1.WB08] Wang, J. & Bodenheimer, B. Synthesis and evaluation of linear motion transitions. ACM 
Transactions on Graphics, 2008, 27, 1-15. 

This paper thoroughly considers the perceptual issues in the simple blending schemes used 
in many (most?) motion graph systems. While they focus on a specific portion of the design 
space, their careful consideration of the perceptual issues is interesting even if one 
considers using better choices for various parts of the algorithms. 

Note: Their were earlier SCA papers (2004) by the same authors. I think this journal article 
supercedes it. 

[C1.LMFP08] Li, L.; McCann, J.; Faloutsos, C. & Pollard, N. Laziness is a virtue: Motion stitching using 
effort minimization. Short Papers Proceedings of EUROGRAPHICS, 2008. 

This paper makes the argument that change in acceleration is important in a transition 
metric. Of course, the good metrics (like Kovar’s) already account for this (and at multiple 
scales). But this provides some argument for why it works. 

 

 

D. Motion Blending 
Motion blending is an important tool for creating new motions, but is usually distinct from the 
concatenation approaches that are the basis of Motion Graphs. I describe a few significant papers here, 
because they may provide a future for Motion Graph techniques (see the hybrid techniques in Section 
F). Motion blending simply does a pose-wise blending of each parameter (after appropriate alignments). 

[C.RCB98] (as well as the things in the gaming world that used similar ideas) showed how powerful 
motion blending could be. However, these systems required manual construction of the blends (to find 
the corresponding motions and the correspondences between motions). Methods from research have 
automated this process, and allowed for more complex blends. 

[D.KG03] Kovar, L. & Gleicher, M. Flexible Automatic Motion Blending with Registration Curves. 
Proceedings of the Symposium on Computer Animation, 2003. 
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This paper automatically found timing, coordinate frame, and constraint correspondences 
between two motions, and used these correspondences to make complex blends between 
dissimilar motions. It really showed that blending can be a very general tool. 

[D.KG04] Kovar, L. & Gleicher, M. Automated extraction and parameterization of motions in large 
data sets. ACM Transactions on Graphics, 2004, 23, 559-568.  (Proceedings SIGGRAPH 2004) 

This paper searched a database for similar motions (where similar was roughly defined by 
“blendable”), and created blend-spaces of those motions.  

[D.SH06] Safonova, A. & Hodgins, J. K. Analyzing the physical correctness of interpolated human 
motion. Proceedings of the Symposium on Computer Animation, 2005, 171-180. 

It is quite remarkable that something as simple as motion blending works at all. This paper 
tries to explain why it works so well, as well as giving some ideas as when it doesn’t work, 
and suggesting some things to do about those cases. This paper only considers the trivial 
case of aligned blending (not the case where time warping or other alignment methods such 
as [D.KG03] have been applied). 

E. Graphs for Interactive Control 
The use of Motion Graphs has its roots in interactive applications (see Section B) where hand-
constructed “Move Trees” have been used for quite some time. The first “Motion Graph” projects (and 
much of the research that followed) were predominantly off-line synthesis methods. That is, the entire 
set of goals is given at the beginning and the entire motion is produced. Such methods can be efficient 
(for example, even in 2002, [A.KGP02] could produce motions faster than real time – to create a 15 
second animation would take less than 15 seconds). However, they are inappropriate for interactive 
settings where the future goals are not known, and instant response to control is required.  

For interactive applications, we usually want local control: given the current situation, what is the right 
thing to do now. This is important for creating characters that respond to use input, and useful for 
making characters that efficiently move towards goals. 

Part of the problem with most Motion Graph methods (particularly the 2002 ones) is that the graph is 
built opportunistically, so that finding good choices on it requires search. This is a key difference 
between the automatically constructed graphs of the academic research, and the manually constructed 
ones used in practice. Some techniques provide structured graphs automatically. These structured 
graphs are built such that the graph structure is simple and there are always plenty of choices. 

[E.G+03] Gleicher, M.; Shin, H. J.; Kovar, L. & Jepsen, A. Snap Together Motion: Assembling Run-Time 
Animation. Proceedings of the Symposium on Interactive 3D Graphics, 2003. 

This system automates the construction of graphs that have the same kind of structure that 
the hand-made graphs used in games have. It automatically (or semi-automatically) finds 
hub nodes for which a large number of options (in and out edges) are available. The graphs 
are useful for interactive control, and their structure also makes them conducive to simple 
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search methods (such as using a greedy selection) to drive characters towards goals (see 
[F.SKG05]). 

[E.TLP07] Treuille, A.; Lee, Y. & Popović, Z. Near-optimal character animation with continuous control. 
ACM Trans. Graph., 2007, 26, 7. (Proceedings SIGGRAPH 2007) 

This paper uses a very simple motion graph (one specifically built with each node being a 
single step of locomotion, and all steps connectable by blends). However, it generates a 
sophisticated controller for steering the character towards a goal by figuring out what the 
optimal choice of the next step should be. It can make “optimal” choices by effectively 
looking infinitely far into the future (by assuming it will also make optimal choices on future 
steps). Note that the continuous in the title refers to continuity of the state space: like most 
other motion graph approaches this system makes discrete choices (the next graph arc to 
follow) at discrete times (the choice points). See section F for continuous approaches. 

Rather than building graphs with special structure, many attempts to use Motion Graphs instead keep 
the unstructured graph and use some mechanism to process it such that efficient, local decision making 
can be done. Some examples of such an approach include: 

[E.LL04] Lee, J. & Lee, K. H. Precomputing avatar behavior from human motion data. SCA '04: 
Proceedings of the Symposium on Computer Animation, 2004, 79-87. 

Use reinforcement-learning inspired searches to expand a number of search trees from 
given states so that they can cache the correct path on the motion graph to take in any 
situation. 

[E.LK06] Lau, M. & Kuffner, J. J. Precomputed Search Trees: Planning for Interactive Goal-Driven 
Animation. Proceedings of the Symposium on Computer Animation, 2006, 299-308. 

This work similarly pre-computes searches and caches the best choice for different 
situations. It is used for doing efficient motion synthesis by coupling with a higher-level 
planner, but it could also be used for interactive control. 

[E.MP07] McCann, J. & Pollard, N. Responsive characters from motion fragments ACM Trans. Graph., 
2007, 26, 6. (Proceedings SIGGRAPH 2007) 

The basic idea is to build a table of what the right choice of motion to play next is given the 
current configuration. In addition to using the control inputs to determine what the next 
motion to play is, it tries to predict future control inputs so that it can make even more 
informed choices. This method is (the first that I know of) capable of making tradeoffs of 
motion quality in order to achieve responsiveness – an issue that will certainly be 
considered more in the future. 
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F. Continuous Motion Graphs 
All of the motion graph techniques described above make discrete choices: at each node in the graph, a 
decision from a small set (the outgoing edges) must be chosen. This limits the degree of precision in 
control: goals might be “in-between” the available choices. This means that a large number of choices 
(i.e. a big database) might be required to be able to get anywhere near goals, and also brings up the 
possibility of searches returning roundabout paths that get closer to the goals by taking indirect routes.  

Hybrid techniques mix the discrete graph methods with some other mechanism that can provide a 
continuous range of choices.  

One category of hybrid techniques is to use a discrete motion graph to create a rough motion that gets 
close to its goals, and then use motion editing to adjust these motions such that they precisely meet the 
goals. Surprisingly, this simple approach has not been considered too much in the literature. One 
example that I am aware of: 

[F.SKG05] Sung, M.; Kovar, L. & Gleicher, M. Fast and accurate goal-directed motion synthesis for 
crowds Proceedings of the Symposium on Computer Animation, 2005. 

Uses a Probabilistic Roadmap (PRM) planner to get a rough path, then uses a Snap-Together 
Motion Graph [E.G+03] to greedily follow the path, and then adjusts the path using motion 
editing to precisely meet the goals. 

Another category of hybrid techniques uses motion blending techniques to provide the continuously 
controllable choices and graph-based methods to connect the blended segments together. This is what 
is done in games that do motion blending, however the graphs (and blend) structures are typically built 
by hand. The Verbs and Adverbs system [C.RCB98] is an example of this (with a simple, hand-made 
graph structure). Special case hybrid “blending graphs” have been used for locomotion (some of the 
locomotion papers from KAIST are of this form). 

A few recent papers have considered general approaches that automatically construct hybrid (i.e. with 
blending) graphs for situations more general than just locomotion. 

[F.SO06] Shin, H. J. & Oh, H. S. Fat graphs: constructing an interactive character with continuous 
controls. Proceedings of the Symposium on Computer Animation, 2006, 291-298. 

This paper extends Snap-Together Motion [E.G+03] such that the edges between nodes are 
blended to be continuously controllable. (in this notation, nodes are choice points and edges 
are motions). All motions that come into (or out of) a node share a common pose. 

[F.HG07] Heck, R. & Gleicher, M. Parametric Motion Graphs. Proceedings of the Symposium on 
Interactive 3D Graphics, 2007. 

This paper builds a graph where the nodes are motion blends, and the edges are transitions 
between the entire spaces of possible motions created by the blends.  
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The above two papers have been used for interactive control. In [HG07] we experimented with greedily 
driving characters towards goals, but this only works for goals of limited complexity. The following paper 
considers mixing blending and off-line motion graph search. 

[F.SH07]  Safonova, A. & Hodgins, J. K. Construction and optimal search of interpolated motion 
graphs. ACM Transactions on Graphics, 2007, 26, 106. 

This creates a parametric (continuous control) motion graph by blending together all pairs of 
motions that can be blended using simple blending (as opposed to [F.HG07] that used the 
complex alignment procedure of [D.KG04], or [F.HG07] and [F.SO06] that both consider 
multi-way blends). However, it does use (very sophisticated) searching techniques to search 
these very large graphs to motions that precisely meet complex sets of goals.  

Technically, this is still a discrete motion graph: the motion blends are sampled to provide a 
discrete set of motions. However, the intent of the work is to provide a searchable 
parametric graph, and the results impressively meet the goals, even though the 
implementation of the continuous part of the discrete/continuous optimization is done in a 
brute-force manner. 

H. Everything Else 
Since I don’t have time to organize the rest of this, here’s a grab-bag of assorted motion graph papers 
that I feel are significant. This is a sub-sampling of the papers out there. Just because something is 
missing doesn’t mean it isn’t significant. 

[H.AFO03] Arikan, O.; Forsyth, D. A. & O'Brien, J. F. Motion Synthesis From Annotations. ACM 
Transactions on Graphics, 2003, 22, 402-408. (Proceedings SIGGRAPH 2003) 

Adds to the original motion graph papers (especially [A.AF02]) by automatically figuring out 
labels that can be used to constrain the motion. Also provides a dynamic programming 
approach to searching for motions that seems less ad hoc than the original. 

[H.Z+05] Zordan, V. B.; Majkowska, A.; Chiu, B. & Fast, M. Dynamic response for motion capture 
animation. ACM Transactions on Graphics, 2005, 24, 697-701. (Proceedings SIGGRAPH 2005) 

This paper considers how to get “on and off” a motion graph. It significant because it 
provides methods of generating movement with a motion graph, using physical simulation 
(for example to have a character get hit), and then re-connecting with the motion graph. It is 
really the only thing since [C.R++96] to consider more complex transitions. 

[H.IAF07] Ikemoto, L.; Arikan, O. & Forsyth, D. Quick transitions with cached multi-way blends. I3D '07: 
Proceedings of the 2007 symposium on Interactive 3D graphics and games, ACM, 2007, 145-
151. 
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Provides a scheme for creating more blends for motion graphs by mixing in other motions 
over longer periods of time. Has some interesting ideas on how to evaluate the quality of 
transitions, and uses this to perform a generate and test approach. 

[H.RP07] Reitsma, P. S. A. & Pollard, N. S. Evaluating motion graphs for character animation. ACM 
Transactions on Graphics, 2007, 26, 18. 

Considers how good a motion graph is for locomotion by thoroughly evaluating the set of 
places that the discrete choices can get you to. One outcome is an interesting variant of a 
motion graph that embeds all the choices into an environment allowing for easy locomotion 
planning. This paper extends an earlier conference paper. 
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